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Abstract 

It has been pointed out that the definition of BPD impulsivity would be improved by incorporating neurobehavioral 

models in order to bridge the research and the DSM behavioral criterion. Moeller et al. [1] have proposed three 

neuropsychological diagnostic criterions related to impulsivity in psychiatric disorders: (1) rapid, unplanned 

reactions to stimuli before complete processing of information; (2) lack of regard for long-term consequences and; 

(3) decreased sensitivity to negative consequences of behavior. The goal of this paper was to review the 

neuropsychological literature of BPD impulsivity in line with these neuropsychological diagnostic criterions to 

verify if the evidence from neuropsychological data and measurements is sufficiently strong to be integrated into the 
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DSM definition of BPD impulsivity. Results of the review highlight some evidence regarding neuropsychological 

deficits in BPD patients that may be underlying their impulsive self-damaging behaviors. However, at least five 

methodological challenges are pointed out and need to be addressed before these deficits can be successfully 

integrated into a definition of BPD impulsivity. Some solutions are proposed to face the main challenges in studying 

impulsivity in BPD.  

Keywords: Borderline personality disorder; Impulsivity; Neuropsychology; Inhibition; Delay discounting; 

Decision making 

1. Introduction

Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a complex disorder characterized by several symptoms. But these patients 

are particularly known for their wide range of impulsive and risky behaviors which are a target priority in cognitive 

behavioral therapy in order to protect the patient as well as to ensure the continuation of therapy [2]. Impulsivity is 

one of the main factors underlying the symptomatology of the disorder and is considered as a key component of 

neurobehavioral models of BPD [3]. Moreover, the rate of prevalence of impulsive behaviors is very high in BPD, 

as can be seen in a study showing that the prevalence of various impulsive actions ranges from 43% to 99% [4]. 

Longitudinal studies have shown that impulsivity predicts BPD psychopathology at follow-up [5] and some 

impulsive patterns such as self-mutilation have a quick declining rate over time but some others such as substance 

abuse or excessive spending seem to be relatively stable over a period of 7 years [6].  

Neuropsychology is a promising approach to develop diagnostic measures and etiological models of BPD 

impulsivity. In fact, it has been more than 25 years that neuropsychology has focused its attention on borderline 

personality disorder with the aim of describing its cognitive dysfunctions. Over the years, neuropsychological 

approach and methods evolve rapidly and neuropsychological deficits in several functional domains have been 

identified in BPD. Consequently, BPD self-damaging behaviors can be seen as the reflection of underlying cognitive 

impairments, notably deficits of inhibition. Moreover, several authors [1, 7, 8] have pointed out that the definition of 

BPD impulsivity should incorporate neurobehavioral models in order to bridge the research and the DSM. The goal 

of this paper is to review the neuropsychological literature of BPD impulsivity in order to verify if the evidence from 

neuropsychological data and measurements is sufficiently strong to be integrated into the DSM definition of BPD 

impulsivity and to propose solutions to the main challenges that face researchers in studying impulsivity in BPD. 
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2. Defining Borderline Impulsivity

The DSM-IV [9] and DSM-5 [10] define borderline impulsivity as potentially self-damaging behaviors in at least 

two areas such as spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless driving or binge eating. This definition is strictly based 

on the expression of behavior regardless of the mechanisms explaining why a person acts impulsively. According to 

several studies [11], one of the mechanisms that is likely to explain borderline impulsivity is a lack of inhibition. If 

we choose to define impulsivity as a disinhibition of mood and behavior, four other criteria could be related to 

impulsivity that is unstable interpersonal relationships, recurrent suicidal or self-mutilating behavior, affective 

instability and inappropriate anger and problems in controlling it. The opposition between the DSM behavioral 

criterion and a lack of inhibition to define impulsivity illustrates two very different ways of defining BPD 

impulsivity. The first one is based on the negative outcome of the action, whereas the second one is based on a 

putative underlying mechanism.  

The DSM behavioral criterion to define BPD impulsivity has a number of limitations. Although behaviors such as 

alcohol abuse or excessive spending may occur impulsively on some occasions, individuals may also engage in 

these behaviors in a nonimpulsive manner on other occasions [12]. Moreover, even when the behavior is engaged in 

an impulsive manner, it could be the product of a predisposition or the result of an emotional or intoxication state 

[13]. Also, the temporal instability of impulsive-like behaviors that has been described in longitudinal studies can 

hinder a more temporal stability of their underlying psychological processes [14]. Indeed, symptomatic behaviors 

can reflect attempts at adapting to or coping with pathological impulsivity trait. Otherwise, important aspects of 

impulsivity such as lack of planning or perseverance are not captured in a pure behavioral approach [1]. Finally, the 

DSM definition of impulsivity can benefit from various findings of biological and psychological studies to 

determine who is impulsive, why he is impulsive and how to treat his impulsivity [15].  

Moeller and collaborators [1] have proposed a definition that can be used to bridge the research and the DSM: 

Predisposition toward rapid, unplanned reactions to internal or external stimuli without regard to the negative 

consequences of these reactions to the impulsive individuals or to others. The key features of the definition are 

predisposition which refer to a pattern of behavior rather than a single act; rapid unplanned reactions refer to actions 

that occur before the opportunity to consciously weigh the consequences of an act and this feature separates 

impulsivity from impaired judgment or compulsive behaviors in which planning occurs before behavior; and finally 
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without regard to the consequences of these actions refers to decision-making style of impulsive individuals and to 

the social aspect of impulsivity. According to the authors, a multidimensional approach combining self-report 

measures, behavioral laboratory measures and event-related potentials would permit to distinguish impulsive 

patients from non-impulsive patients, and identity psychological mechanisms underlying impulsive behaviors in 

order to guide treatment. In an effort to incorporate biological and behavioral models into a definition of impulsivity, 

these authors have proposed to include three neuropsychological diagnostic criterions: (1) rapid, unplanned reactions 

to stimuli before complete processing of information; (2) lack of regard for long-term consequences and; (3) 

decreased sensitivity to negative consequences of behavior.  

These three criterions are based on finding from neuropsychological tasks measuring inhibition functions, delay 

discounting and decision making. The next section will review the performance of BPD patients on these tasks 

related to impulsivity.  

3. Inhibition-related Functions

Even tough inhibition is an old concept introduced in psychology and physiology in the beginning of the 19th 

century [16], the interest in the concept of inhibition in the explanation of impulsivity-related disorders is relatively 

recent and has increased during the past 20 years with the neurosciences [17]. At the behavioral level, disinhibition 

refers to an ongoing pattern of failing to inhibit, or continuing to engage in, certain appetitive behaviors that have 

previously led to aversive consequences [18]. For example, the individual with alcohol dependence continues to 

drink to excess despite repeatedly experiencing such negative outcomes as loss of friends, spouse, health, and job. 

At the cognitive level, it refers to any mechanism that reduces or dampens neuronal, mental, or behavioral activity 

[19]. A number of tasks have been developed and used to tap these processes. As it is the case with impulsivity, 

inhibition is conceptualized as a multidimensional construct rather than a single concept. With the use of statistical 

techniques, it has been possible to extract the common variance among multiple tasks and identity as least three 

different dimensions of inhibition [17]: (1) prepotent response inhibition; (2) resistance to distractor interference; (3) 

resistance to proactive interference.  

3.1 Prepotent response inhibition 

Prepotent response inhibition is the first and most investigated inhibition-related function in BPD. It refers to the 

ability to deliberately withhold or suppress dominant, automatic, or prepotent responses [20]. The two most common 
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paradigms to assess these processes are the Go/no-go task [21] and the Stop-signal Task [22]. Both tasks are 

composed of Go trials during which the participant is requested to answer. The Go/no-go task adds No-go trials 

during which a distinct stimulus from the Go is presented. Here, the participant is requested to not answer, to 

withhold his response. An inhibition failure happens when the participant answers during a No-go trail, which is 

called error of commission. The Stop-signal task consists of Go and No-go trials. During No-go trials, first a Go 

stimulus is presented, followed by a stop-signal after a certain delay. Even though a stimulus Go is presented, the 

Stop-signal requires a response suppression. An inhibition failure happens when the participant answers during a 

Stop-signal trial. Inhibition is an important executive function in our daily life when we have to withhold an 

inappropriate action or when there is a change in the environment and an ongoing action becomes suddenly 

inappropriate.  

In the first study on prepotent response inhibition in BPD by Nigg and collaborators [11], the results obtained in a 

group composed of BPD and attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) patients showed that BPD 

symptoms were correlated with poor performance on several executive functions tasks. Also, the poor response 

inhibition as measured by the Stop-signal task was specific to BPD symptoms even when other personality disorder 

symptoms were controlled for. Moreover, poor response inhibition was a unique predictor of BPD symptoms when 

other executive functions problems were controlled. However, when ADHD symptoms were entered as a predictor 

in the statistical model, response inhibition ceased to be significantly associated with BPD symptoms, suggesting 

that BPD and ADHD symptoms probably overlap in the explanation of response inhibition deficit.  

Studies that followed shown that BPD patients made more errors of commission, revealing problems to inhibit a 

prepotent response, and that poor performance was inconsistently correlated with a trait impulsivity questionnaire 

across studies [23, 24]. Recent studies have called upon event-related potential technique to investigate response 

inhibition in BPD. In an event-related potential study [25] where the participants performed a Go/no-go task, the 

authors focused on the Nogo-P3, which is a positive waveform with a peak latency around 300 ms that can be 

observed after a No-go stimulus is presented. The Nogo-P3 is related to response inhibition. BPD patients showed 

reduced Nogo-P3 amplitudes compared to controls, and this event-related potential component was negatively 

correlated with the score on a trait impulsivity questionnaire for the entire group of participants.  
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Three remarks can be made about response inhibition in BPD. First, BPD patients usually scored higher than 

controls on trait impulsivity questionnaires [26-32]. In contrast, they often show similar performances as controls on 

inhibition response tasks [33, 34]. Secondly, most studies did not compare BPD patients with ADHD patients and 

the ones that did so had obtained negative results [35, 36]. Finally, event-related potential measures proved to be 

useful to complement behavioral measures by showing positive results where such results were impossible to obtain 

with behavioral measures alone [25].  

3.2 Resistance to distractor interference 

The second inhibition-related function is resistance to distractor interference. This function refers to the ability to 

resist or resolve interference from information in the external environment that is irrelevant to the task at hand [11, 

17, 37]. It has been shown that this inhibition-related function is closely related to the prepotent response inhibition 

[17]. Indeed, both types require focusing on the task goal in order not to get distracted by external stimuli and not to 

initiate an automatic response that is inappropriate in the situation. For example, while driving, one has to focus on 

the road and the directions and not to be distracted by the cell phone and not miss a red light. This inhibition-related 

function is commonly measured by the Stroop task.  

In the Stroop task [38], there are at least two conditions. In the first condition, the neutral condition, examinees name 

the ink color of a series of rectangles arranged in rows and columns. In the second condition, the interference 

condition, examinees must name the ink color and ignore the content of the word, which is the name of another 

color. This condition is more demanding because it requires the inhibition of the strong tendency to read the word. 

The increased reaction time in the interference condition compared to the neutral condition is called the interference 

effect. Resistance to distractor interference does not seem to be problematic in BPD as three studies failed to show 

group differences between BPD patients and controls on the interference effect [34, 36, 39].  

3.3 Resistance to proactive interference 

The third inhibition-related function is resistance to proactive interference. This function refers to the ability to resist 

memory intrusions from information that was previously relevant to the task but has since become irrelevant [11, 

17]. Friedman and Miyake [17] have shown that this inhibition-related function is not related to either prepotent 

response inhibition or resistance to distractor interference. Among the existing tasks to assess resistance to proactive 

interference, is the Directed forgetting task.  
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The Directed forgetting task [40] requires the participants to view words, some of which they are instructed to 

remember and some they are instructed to forget. They are then tested on both the to-be-remembered words, the R-

cues, and the to-be-forgotten words, the F-cues. Among healthy controls, the directed forgetting effect refers to the 

fact that participants tend to remember words they were instructed to remember and forget words they were 

instructed to forget. 

Korfine and Hooley [41] called upon this paradigm to investigate memory bias in BPD patients, and used three types 

of words: neutrally valenced, positively valenced and borderline-related words. Borderline-related words were 

words presumably salient to individuals with BPD, and included themes of abandonment, rejection, anger and rage, 

self-harm, and others being uncaring. It was expected that BPD patients would show a memory bias for borderline 

words. Results indicated that BPD patients recalled significantly more of the borderline words from the forget 

condition than did controls, suggesting the continuation of encoding the words even after they saw the forget 

instruction. This continuation to encode could reflect a deficit to inhibit proactive interference in working memory. 

Moreover, the number of recalled words in the forget condition were correlated with BPD symptomatology. 

According to the authors, cognitive distortions and intrusion of affect into information processing that are observed 

in BPD patients might be related to a difficulty to inhibit negative thoughts about social rejection for example. This 

finding of an enhanced recall of negative information in BPD participants, despite the instruction to forget it, has 

been replicated by another study [27].  

3.4 Effect of emotion on inhibition in BPD 

Given that self-destructive behaviors usually happen in the context of negative affect [42] and that affective 

dysregulation is, with impulsivity, a central symptom in BPD [43], recent studies investigated the interaction 

between emotion and inhibition-related functions. More specifically, the researchers were interested to know if 

inhibition capacities of BPD patients were diminished in an emotional condition compared to a neutral condition. 

The assumption behind this question was that inhibition of emotion would be one of the main mechanisms in 

affective regulation, and that it enables us to regulate emotions and express them at the moment and in a manner that 

we want to [44]. Silbersweig and collaborators [45] called upon the fMRI technique to answer this question. The 

authors have investigated the functioning of prefrontal control mechanisms in the setting of negative emotional 
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states. They developed an emotional Go/no-go task with verbal stimuli containing themes salient for individuals 

with BPD and for which the affective valence could be positive, negative or neutral. Under conditions of behavioral 

inhibition in the context of negative emotion, BPD patients, compared with controls, made more errors of 

commission, suggesting a deficit in response inhibition. Also, in the same conditions, BPD patients showed 

decreased ventromedial prefrontal activity and increased activity of the amygdala and associated structures. 

Moreover, these neurodynamic changes were correlated with a questionnaire measuring negative emotional and lack 

of constraint temperamental traits. According to the authors, the results suggest a reciprocal functional relationship 

between a ventromedial prefrontal cortex playing a top-down inhibitory role, and an amygdala and associated 

structures playing a bottom-up emotional interfering role.  

Alternatively, researchers made use of the Emotional Stroop task to investigate the effect of emotion on resistance to 

distractor interference [46]. In this version of the test, the participants must name the color of the stimuli as they do 

in the standard version, but this time the words have a positive, negative or neutral valence. Also, the words can be 

personally relevant or not relevant to the participants. It is assumed that the interference effect on the emotional 

Stroop task is related to a difficulty to inhibit emotional words, resulting in attentional bias. Studies that have 

manipulated the valence of stimuli only, for example comparing neutral versus negative stimuli, did not find group 

differences between BPD patients and controls on the interference effect [27, 47]. In contrast, studies that have 

manipulated not only the valence of the words but also their relevance for the participants obtained positive results 

more often. For example, Arntz and collaborators [48] found that BPD patients had difficulty to inhibit interference 

from words associated with BPD danger signals, for example rejection from others, childhood traumas and negative 

self-views as being bad or helpless. However, this effect was not specific to BPD patients as cluster C patients did 

show the same difficulty. In Sieswerda and collaborators’ study [49], it was possible to obtain an emotional Stroop 

effect specific to BPD patients compared to cluster C patients. In this study, schema-related negative words were 

used. Finally, a last study [47] showed that group differences between BPD patients and controls were found but 

only for words related to personal stressful situations with current relevance for the participants in comparison to 

words with less current importance. However, in this last study, only BPD patients with post-traumatic stress 

disorder showed reduced inhibitory functioning compared to BPD without post-traumatic stress disorder.  
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Other studies investigated the effect of stress or emotion on state of impulsivity. State of impulsivity refers to the 

tendency to act impulsively in certain specific situations but not all the time [13]. For example, state-dependant 

impulsivity in individuals with BPD may be related to emotional states. State of impulsivity can be measured by 

questionnaire with items such as “I am in the sort of mood in which I can say whatever comes into my head”. Two 

studies have shown that BPD patients with or without ADHD reported that their state of impulsivity was increased 

after an experimental stress induction [35, 50]. In a series of two studies with non-clinical participants, Chapman 

and collaborators [51, 52] were interested in verifying if a negative emotional state would increase impulsive 

responses in a passive avoidance learning task. In a passive avoidance learning task, the participants must learn to 

inhibit a response that was previously punished, for example with the withdrawal of money. In the first study [51], 

the current emotional state was assessed by a questionnaire whereas, in the second study [52], the emotional state 

was manipulated by a fear induction. The fear induction consisted of watching a horror movie’s extract. Contrasting 

results were obtained between the two studies. In the first one, participants who were high in BPD features and were 

in a current negative emotional state committed fewer errors of inhibition than individuals high in BPD features but 

who were not in a negative emotional state. In the second study using a mood induction, participants who were high 

in BPD features committed a greater number of impulsive responses than low-BPD participants and these group 

differences were observed in the fear condition but not in the neutral condition. According to the authors, the results 

of those two studies suggest that incidental emotional states that accompany a situation are not strong enough to 

impact on impulsivity. In contrast, an acute emotional stressor may result in disruptions in behavioral control. 

According to the authors, impulsivity among persons with BPD features my not be a trait-like tendency but depends 

largely on emotional context.  

The previous studies have shown that deficits of inhibition in BPD patients would be partially attributed to their 

negative emotional state. Some researchers interpret this as the result of a reciprocal influence between the 

inhibitory capacity and the intensity of emotion [45]. Other researchers question the very existence of trait 

impulsivity in BPD and would rather put forward the idea that impulsive behaviors of BPD patients are the result of 

a state of impulsivity or a by-product of their affective dysregulation [3]. Independently of the interpretation, two 

critiques can be said about studies that made use of emotional and personal stimuli to study the effect of emotion in 

inhibition. Firstly, there is a methodological bias in the selection of stimuli. Indeed, the emotionally relevant words 

used in some studies were based on schemas that are relevant to the BPD group only, and they were not based on 
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schemas that could be relevant to Cluster C patients or even control participants. Consequently, it is possible that 

group differences found in those studies would disappear if the words were chosen in respect with schemas of each 

group. This would increase the probability of getting a stronger emotional Stroop effect across all participants. The 

second limitation relates to the fact that most of those studies did not investigate the relationship between the 

interference effect and a measurement of impulsivity or BPD symptoms, and the only study that had included such a 

measurement did not find a significant correlation [27]. 

4. Delay Discounting

The performance tasks used in neuropsychological studies to assess inhibition-related functions formed one group of 

behavioral paradigms of impulse control. There exists a second group of impulse control paradigms focusing on 

more complex behavioral patterns, such as tasks assessing delay discounting. The delay discounting principle refers 

to the fact that the value of a reward is discounted as a function of the delay before receiving it. According to this 

principle, impulsive individuals prefer smaller immediate rewards over larger delayed rewards. In return, they prefer 

delayed larger negative consequences over immediate smaller negative consequences. In BPD patients, this 

preference could explain why they choose to engage in self-harm behaviors because of the immediate benefits of 

temporary emotional distraction and relief from intense negative affect, despite potential long-term negative 

consequences. The motivational impulse control is commonly assessed with the Delay discounting task.  

In the Delay Discounting task, the participant is given two choices. In the delayed choice, there is a fixed larger 

reward that can be received after a certain delay, for example 1000 $ in one month. In the immediate choice, the 

amount of the reward is manipulated over successive trials, for example going up from 600 $ to 900 $. The goal of 

the task is to estimate the value of a delayed reward which is called the indifference point where there is a switch 

from a larger later reward to a smaller sooner reward. In other words, the immediate reward generates the same 

value as the delayed reward.  

In a first study [53], the participants were given a choice between a smaller immediate real monetary reward, which 

was 5 cents, or a larger but progressively delayed reward, which was 15 cents. During the delayed choice, the 

participants must actually wait for a maximum delay of 2 minutes. Results showed that BPD patients did not select 

the short-delay more frequently than the controls, but their averaged longest delay before reward dropped by 50% 
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from the first to the second session of the task. Controls endured identical maximum delays of reinforcement across 

the two sessions. This pattern of results reflected a change in the BPD patients’ strategy to avoid long delays in 

large-reward reinforcement in the second session of the task. Indeed, the BPD subjects tended to alternate between 

the short and long-delayed response options. However, the interpretation of the results remains ambiguous as the 

change in strategy may not indicate an impulsive style in choice preferences but may simply reflect the fact that 

BPD patients were less tolerant than controls toward the experimental condition where they had to wait for more 

than a minute in an isolated booth. The absence of correlation between performance on the task and a trait 

impulsivity questionnaire is consistent with this interpretation.  

In a standard delay discounting task study [54], it was possible to confirm a preference for immediate gratification 

and discounting for delayed rewards. Lawrence and collaborators administered the task before and after a mood 

induction with the intention to verify if a change in mood would exacerbate the preference for an immediate reward. 

The results indicated that the BPD patients had a greater preference for immediate gratification and a higher rate of 

discounting the delayed reward than the controls. Also, the rate of discounting did not change for the BPD group 

after mood induction whereas there was a change for controls, indicating less discounting of the delayed rewards 

following mood induction. In other words, controls valued the delayed reward more after their mood change, 

suggesting a shift toward greater self-control. For BPD patients, even though they experienced a mood change as the 

controls did, this did not alter their reward-based decision-making, suggesting a failure to reduce impulsivity after 

rejection. Finally, the rate of discounting was correlated with non-planning impulsivity trait in BPD group, 

suggesting that the tendency to be present-oriented with limited regard for future planning leads to an immediate 

gratification decision-making style. 

5. Decision Making

According to the somatic marker hypothesis [55], decision making is a process that depends both on conscious and 

unconscious processes, and it is influenced by our emotions. In fact, when facing choices or situations when the 

future is uncertain, our emotions through somatic signals help us to make advantageous decisions by telling us that 

some behaviors will be associated with positive consequences whereas other behaviors will be associated with 

negative consequences. Several impulsive behaviors exhibited by BPD patients such as self-destructiveness, self-

harm behaviors and suicidal attempts are consistent with difficulties in emotionally guided decision-making. The 

most known paradigm to assess these processes is the Iowa Gambling task.  
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The Iowa Gambling task is designed to study the integration of emotion and cognition in decision processes [56]. It 

simulates real-life decision making with uncertainty concerning premises and outcomes as well as rewards and 

punishments. The participants are given play money and have to make a series of card selections out of four decks, 

with the goal of maximizing profit. Immediately after every choice, the participants receive a financial reward, 

although in some cases they also receive a financial punishment. Two of the decks, A and B, are considered 

disadvantageous and result in immediate large rewards, but also result in higher punishments at unpredictable points. 

The other two decks, C and D, are considered advantageous and result in immediate modest rewards, but lower 

punishments as well. In the long run, choosing from the advantageous decks would result in a net gain, while 

choosing from the disadvantageous decks would result in a net loss. The score is defined as the number of choices 

from the advantageous decks minus the number of choices from the disadvantageous decks over 100 trials. Through 

somatic markers, normal subjects are capable of anticipating the consequences associated with each deck and end up 

by making the right decision. In contrast, patients with a damage to ventromedial prefrontal cortex show a 

persistence of disadvantageous choices, a deficit interpreted as the consequence of insensitivity to future 

consequences, positive or negative [57].  

Several studies have shown that BPD patients showed less advantageous choices on the Iowa Gambling task than 

did the healthy comparison subjects [39, 58]. For example, BPD patients without a substance abuse disorder made 

fewer advantageous choices than controls [39]. However, BPD with a substance abuse disorder made fewer 

advantageous choices than BPD without such a disorder, a result that is not surprising given that reduced 

performance has been found in patients with substance dependency [59]. However, other studies showed that BPD 

patients have normal performance in the Iowa Gambling task [60, 61].  

In order to better understand the reason why BPD patients make disadvantageous choices, some studies used 

modified versions of the Gambling task to investigate the cognitive processes underlying their poor performance, for 

example, the feedback processing. The Iowa Gambling task simulates real-life situations in which the outcome of a 

decision is unpredictable. However, Svaldi and collaborators [62] reasoned that, in everyday life, individuals with 

BPD are most often explicitly aware of the deleterious long-term consequences of their impulsive behaviors. So they 

used a modified version of the Gambling task called the Game of Dice Task in which there are explicit rules for 
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gains and losses and where winning probabilities are obvious, stable and predictable. The results showed that BPD 

patients still displayed significantly more risky decision-making behaviors and these deficits in decision-making 

were associated with BPD symptom severity. Moreover, BPD patients continued to make risky decisions following 

negative feedback after a risky choice. They also continued to select advantageous choices less often after positive 

feedback. These results suggest a difficulty to process the feedback information. Another study [63] showed that 

BPD patients exhibited altered processing of information about potential losses but only when the probability of 

gains was simultaneously high. This result suggests a failure to properly process negative consequences in 

circumstances when there is a high probability of reward. For example, BPD patients would not process the 

probability of getting hurt after an impulsive action when they expect that this behavior will result in the reduction 

of intense negative affect. Finally, event-related potentials studies have identified three components in decision-

making: (1) error-related negativity or ERN, a waveform that arises following the execution of erroneous responses 

[64]; (2) feedback-related negativity or FRN, elicited by negative performance feedback when outcomes are worse 

than expected [65] and (3) the feedback-related P300 associated with the significance or the value attributed to the 

feedback [66]. Several studies have shown that BPD patients, in contrast with controls, exhibited smaller ERN and 

FRN amplitudes, suggesting that BPD patients would exhibit a reduction in the monitoring of their actions and do 

not learn from their errors [67-70]. Also, these components were negatively correlated with a trait impulsivity 

questionnaire. Alternatively, the P300 amplitudes following a negative feedback were increased in BPD patients, 

suggesting that they would attribute more meaning to negative feedback information than positive feedback [69].  

To summarize delay discounting and decision making data in BPD, there is clear evidence that BPD patients exhibit 

deficits in impulse control when motivational and decisional processes are involved. These deficits seem associated 

with their impulsivity trait and their symptoms. These deficits might be associated with a failure to properly process 

feedback information and to monitor action. However many questions remain open to more investigation such as the 

role played by a comorbidity with a substance abuse disorder in the rate of delay discounting in BPD patients, and 

the influence of the reinforcement valence in their poor decision-making. 

6. Challenges that Need to be Addressed

The critical review of neuropsychological studies highlighted some evidence regarding neuropsychological deficits 

in BPD patients that may be underlying their impulsive self-damaging behaviors. These deficits relate to prepotent 
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response inhibition and resistance to proactive interference in the context of emotion, a preference for immediate 

gratification and discounting for delayed rewards, and a failure to properly process feedback information and to 

monitor action in decision making. However, at least five methodological challenges have to be resolved before 

these deficits can be integrated into a definition of BPD impulsivity.  

The first challenge relates to the heterogeneous findings on neuropsychological deficits found among BPD patients. 

The high proportion of BPD patients with a neurological history suggested to some researchers the existence of a 

subgroup of BPD patients [32, 71]. Also, various degrees of severity and areas of dysfunction could simply reflect 

the normal variation in cognitive functioning between individuals or the co-occurrence of other mental disorders 

[72]. However, it is possible that one of the most problematic sources of variation could origin in the diagnostic 

criteria of BPD itself. Indeed, as a result of the polythetic diagnosis system, 151 possible diagnostic presentations 

can be found among BPD patients [73]. As recommended by Paris [74], one possible solution to the complex nature 

of BPD would be to diagnose it with a narrower set of criteria that cover all of its domains: affective instability, 

impulsivity, unstable relationships and cognitive defects. In keeping with this recommendation, future 

neuropsychological research should call upon diagnostic instruments in which the BPD diagnosis requires symptoms 

among all of these domains, such as the Revised Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines [75]. Efforts toward a more 

homogeneous diagnostic profile seem to be a prerequisite to all future neuropsychological studies.  

A second challenge relates to the clinical relevance of neuropsychological performance found among BPD. 

Although studies found group differences, cognitive impairments associated with BPD are described as subtle [72]. 

Moreover, the individual test scores of BPD patients are generally in the average range [72]. Thus, even though 

deficits stand out in statistical group differences and that the performances of BPD patients are correlated with their 

symptoms, a question remains: Are they substantial enough to be seen as deficits that justify a neuropsychological 

intervention? To answer this question, single case studies describing patients with different levels of performance 

could be useful to draw particular profile in terms of cognitive impairment.  

A third challenge relates to the causal link between neuropsychological deficits and BPD symptoms, including 

behavioral impulsivity. Indeed, studies that have shown relationships between cognitive deficits and BPD symptoms 

were correlational. Thus, longitudinal studies are needed to make progress on the issue. Furthermore, longitudinal 
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studies would benefit from using the event-related potential technique in order to obtain objective data on cognitive 

deficits among BPD patients and verify if they can predict the emergence of symptoms over time.  

How to handle comorbidity with substance abuse disorder and attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder is 

certainly another challenge to researchers. Regarding the first comorbidity, it seems difficult to believe that the 

exclusion of BPD patients with a substance abuse disorder in research sampling could result in representative 

samples of BPD patients. This is because substance abuse may represent a maladaptive strategy to regulate intense 

negative affect in BPD [7]. Also, there exists an overlap between BPD and substance abuse disorder because the 

diagnostic criterion for impulsivity in BPD can be met with impulsive substance abuse. Moreover, levels of 

impulsivity and negative affect may enter into a reciprocal relationship during the development of one disorder and 

may contribute to the development of the second disorder. Alternatively, if BPD patients with a substance abuse 

disorder are included in samples, it would be difficult to disentangle the respective effect of each disorder on 

impulsivity. One possible solution would be to determine if the substance abuse is primary or secondary to BPD 

[76]. For example, in contrast with substance abuse disorder in which behaviors are caused by substance-seeking, 

the substance use by an individual with BPD can be a craving to soothe himself or herself in the context of 

dysphoric feeling states. Also, contrary to substance abuse disorder, the type of substance is not very important 

among BPD patients and their abuse tends to be episodic and impulsive. The use of an instrument such as the 

Revised Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines [75] can help to establish the differential diagnosis. Regarding the 

ADHD, given that almost 50% of adult BPD patients report childhood ADHD [77, 78] and that childhood ADHD 

symptoms predict higher rates of BPD during young adulthood [79, 80], it seems appropriate to systematically 

include a subgroup of BPD patients with ADHD and a subgroup of BPD patients without ADHD in future 

neuropsychological studies. This is consistent with the fact that some researchers argue that BPD might be 

subdivided in two subgroups according to the presence or absence of comorbid ADHD [81]. 

One last challenge would be to better understand the role of emotional, situational and personality variables in 

impulse control deficits in BPD. Indeed, deficits of inhibition are modulated by emotional states or the current 

relevance of negative stimuli. Given that inhibition processes are composed of several functions, future studies 

should try to better differentiate which emotion contributes to disrupt which component of inhibition in which 

situation. For example, it has been shown that fear can hamper the inhibition of a previously punished response [52]. 
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What can be said about other borderline-related feelings such as anger, abandonment, rage, sadness and anxiety? 

What can be said about the other components of inhibition? Otherwise, state impulsivity should be investigated in 

several contexts, not only in the state of negative emotions. Indeed, one could study the differences between a social 

versus a non-social situation. For example, what about social rejection versus a non-social frustration? Would they 

have the same effect on impulse control processes? Finally, personality-related variables such as personal schemas, 

attributional bias or defensive styles can also interact with inhibition processes in the emergence of impulsive 

behaviors. It would be important to include such personality variables in the future studies on inhibition, delay 

discounting and decision making in BPD. 

7. Conclusion

The DSM behavioral criterion to define BPD impulsivity has a number of limitations. The definition of BPD 

impulsivity would be improved by incorporating neurobehavioral models in order to bridge the research and the 

DSM. Specifically, a multidimensional approach combining self-report measures, behavioral laboratory measures 

and event-related potentials would permit to distinguish impulsive patients from non-impulsive patients, and identity 

psychological mechanisms underlying impulsive behaviors in order to guide treatment. In an effort to incorporate 

biological and behavioral models into a definition of impulsivity, Moeller and collaborators [1] have proposed to 

include three neuropsychological diagnostic criterions: (1) rapid, unplanned reactions to stimuli before complete 

processing of information; (2) lack of regard for long-term consequences and; (3) decreased sensitivity to negative 

consequences of behavior. The goal of this paper was to review the neuropsychological literature of BPD 

impulsivity in line with these neuropsychological diagnostic criterions to verify if the evidence from 

neuropsychological data and measurements is sufficiently strong to be integrated into the DSM definition of BPD 

impulsivity.  

The critical review of neuropsychological studies highlighted some evidence regarding neuropsychological deficits 

in BPD patients that may be underlying their impulsive self-damaging behaviors. These deficits relate to prepotent 

response inhibition and resistance to proactive interference in the context of emotion, a preference for immediate 

gratification and discounting for delayed rewards, and a failure to properly process feedback information and to 

monitor action in decision making. However, at least five methodological challenges have been pointed out and 

need to be addressed before these deficits can be successfully integrated into a definition of BPD impulsivity and 
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some solutions have been proposed to face the main challenges in studying impulsivity in BPD. It is wished that 

future studies will take into account these methodological issues considering the importance of better defining BPD 

impulsivity given its dramatic consequences and of finding interventions that aim the underlying cognitive and 

psychological mechanisms.  
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